Estimating probabilities of correct identification from results of mass spectral library searches.
This work presents a method for using mass spectral match factors reported by library search systems to obtain certain probabilistic indicators of correct identification. The overall probability that a retrieval is correct is formally separated into two independent terms. One of these is the probability that a retrieval is correct assuming that the correct match is contained in the library. This can be computed directly from test results. The other term represents the probability that the spectrum of the unknown compound is actually in the library. While the absolute value of this term cannot be computed, a relative value based solely on search results can be derived. This value may, if desired, be used to refine an initial estimate of the overall probability. Parameters used in this calculation are based on changes in test results caused by the logical removal of the test compounds from the library. These methods were parameterized from results of searching the MST/EPA/NIH Mass Spectral Database with 12,592 good quality replicate spectra and a simple mass spectral comparison function. The methodology should be equal1 applicable to other libraries and search systems.